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Spring Is Sprung
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by Denis Shaw
The rain and record-breaking heat of this last month
have sparked an early spring. Our earliest native
bloomers are mostly shade lovers, and the extra
moisture and warmer temperatures have brought
them to life again in their slightly protected habitats.
The three mentioned here seemingly come from
nowhere, having totally disappeared after completing
their life cycle last year. They are actually perennials
appearing each spring from dormant rootstock.
Not sure which comes first to bloom, depending on
their specific location and conditions: The Hound’s
Tongue is taller, the Trillium is broader spreading
individually, and the Milkmaids are far more
numerous.
Each gets their botanical name
from the shape, or in the case
of the Trillium, the number of
their leaves. Cynoglossum
grande, the Hound’s Tongue
shown), refers to the slightly
fuzzy, elongated leaves in the
shape and feel of a dog’s
tongue. From a tall stem up to
two and a half feet are a cluster of basal leaves and
buds with a tinge pink, which open into a loose
cluster of small, true blue flowers. Each bloom has a
ring of white bumps around its center resembling
sugary cake decorations. (continued on page 2)

Angelo
Dragone
has started
a petition
to stop
AT&T from placing a cell tower in the residential
areas of La Honda. He put his petition on the La
Honda News Group, saying:
“After the latest news about the continuing AT&T
cell towers issue, a group of neighbors on Cuesta
Real has decided to start a petition to protest the
placement of cell towers within the residential areas
of La Honda. Clearly, the strategy being taken by
Extenet/AT&T is to move these proposals from place
to place in response to localized opposition in a
divide-and-conquer approach that creates discord
among neighbors…” (continued on page 2)

La Honda Educational Foundation
Spaghetti Night
The La Honda
Educational
Foundation will have
its Spaghetti Night 68pm on Wednesday,
March 30, at the
Mountain Terrace
(across the street from
Alice's, at the intersection 84 and 35).

*Farmworker
Awareness
Week Movie
Screening Food Chains

They'll be serving spaghetti with meat or vegetarian
sauce, garlic bread, and salad, a non-alcoholic
beverage, and dessert. Wine and beer will be
available for an additional donation.
(continued on page 2)

*Free Tax Preparation at Puente!
*Spanish Class in La Honda Beginning in March
*Zumba in La Honda
*Health Insurance, Covered California, CalFresh and
other benefits available at Puente, including
appointments in La Honda!
(more information on pg. 3)
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Spring is Sprung (continued from page 1)

ticket holders need not be present to win, as long as
there's sufficient contact information provided on the
ticket stub. Limited number of raffle tickets available.
Get yours soon.
If you have any questions, please call Angie in the
school office 747-0051.

Dentaria integrifolia, the
Mountain Toothwort, or
Milkmaid as the locals
call it, has a basal set of
leaves that are lobed and
toothed. Delicate and
dainty, it can be found
sprinkled along our
moist, shaded trails, with
its milky white clusters
on short stems to a foot
tall is some locations.

Stop AT&T Cell Tower (continued from page 1)
“…Therefore, if we want to succeed, it is VERY
IMPORTANT that everyone express their opinion
and participate in the petition. Please take some time
to read the attached document (on message board).
Twelve people have contributed to this document and
are willing to sign it and help collect signatures. If
you don't want to see a cell
tower in front of your home
please come and sign the
petition. We will build a
map of the houses that
don't want a tower nearby
and give it to San Mateo
County, Extenet, AT&T,
and the Cuesta La Honda
Guild.

And Trillium chloropletalum, from the Latin word
for triple, refers to its three flower petals, as well as
the three wavy triangulated leaves, mottled with dark
green patches. This is the gem of the woods, a single

Again, we can only represent the people who will
sign. If you don't, there will not be a red dot on your
lot. The more we ACT TOGETHER the more are the
chances we can avoid simply pushing the problem
from in front of one house to a neighbor house until
Extent finally succeeds amidst the discord they will
create in in our community. Instead, we can unify to
convince them that they should consider siting their
equipment away from residences, as other providers
serving La Honda have done…”

flower with three pointed petals standing like
centennials in shades of pink, maroon, or white.
Often single, sometimes in groupings, each stands
out, sort of out of place, growing up to a foot tall,
with its single flower closely surrounded by huge
bumpy and mottled leaves.
Arriving early, fighting the battle against some
aggressive, non-native invaders, these three are
holding their own. They will be followed by the
prolific competition of Forget-me-nots from seed and
Periwinkle from aggressive roots and spreading
runners. Look for these locals now, as they will soon
disappear into dormancy, waiting for another spring.

If interested in signing this petition, Angelo Dragone
placed his contact information on the La Honda
newsgroup at: https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/
LaHonda/conversations/topics/50652

Bill and Nancy Glass Memorial Crab
Cioppino
http://www.lahondafire.org/event/crabcioppino-2016/
“Our annual Bill and
Nancy Glass
memorial Crab
Cioppino is right
around the corner on
April 9th. Come join us
for dinner, dancing, raffle and more! This is our
biggest public event of the year and what better way
to support your local fire department than with allyou-can-eat crab! This event is not to be missed.”

LHEF Spaghetti Night (continued from page 1)
Spaghetti Night tickets are $20
and are only for sale at the
door. This year we'll have a
Haffle Raffle, where one lucky
winner will receive half of the
money collected (within 30 days, as a check written
from unrestricted LHEF funds). We are currently
selling Haffle Raffle at La Honda Country Market
and the school office. Tickets are $5 each or 5 for
$20. The drawing will be at Spaghetti Night, but
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(continued from page 1)

everything? Puente can help!
Appointments are available every weekday including
evening appointments on Thursdays in La Honda
and evening appointments Tuesdays and Thursdays
in Pescadero to help accommodate busy schedules.

Farmworker Awareness Week Movie Screening Food Chains
In recognition of
Cesar Chavez day
and Farmworker
Awareness Week,
Puente will be
showing the new
documentary film
Food Chains on
Wednesday March
23rd at Pescadero
Elementary School.
Come at 6pm, the
film will begin
promptly at 630pm.
Popcorn will be
provided and food
will be available for purchase to support ELAC. The
film will be shown in English and Spanish with
discussion to follow. Join us for a night of thought
provoking film and discussion about food,
farmworkers, and how this issue affects us all!

We offer enrollment into and support for the
following programs, and others:
-Medi-Cal;
-Covered California;
-ACE & DHC (for low-income undocumented
individuals);
-CalFresh (food stamps)
Call 650-879-1691 for more information, or to make
an appointment. Or, drop on by and visit on Thursday
evenings until 7pm at the Puente office in La Honda,
next to the Post Office!

Face of Local Music - This Way UP – 3/19
by craig
eddy

This Way
Up at the
La Honda
Fair

Free Tax Preparation at Puente!
Puente is now taking
appointments for free tax
preparation for any household
that has less than $54,000 in
income. Call 650-879-1691 to
make your appointment!

Wanting to welcome the coming of Spring, on March
19th, Nigel Webb and his band This Way Up will be
putting on a celebration of World Beat music. The
event will be held at the Cuesta La Honda club
house starting at 7pm.

Spanish Class in La Honda Beginning in March
Call 650-879-1691 and ask for Noel
if you have interest in enrolling in a
Spanish Class. Beginner and
intermediate levels available.

In the spirit of community, it is a free event and
people are asked to bring their own food and drink
and maybe a bit extra to share with neighbors and
friends.

Zumba in La Honda
Wednesdays 5-6 at La Honda
Elementary. If you want to be on
the Zumba mailing list, email
Molly at mwolfes@mypuente.org

This Way Up plays a mix of African and Island
music that is bound to make everyone get up and
dance. There have been a few other musical events at
the club house and it ends up being a perfect place to
do a small event like this.
Also performing that evening will be Aiden Wing
and his wife Audra. Both are known in La Honda for
their work with their band Vibrance. It promises to be
an evening of really good vibes, great music and
quality time spent with friends and neighbors. Come
on out that evening and help make it a memorable
night. Hopefully there will be more events like this
one in the future.

Health Insurance, Covered California, CalFresh
and other benefits available at
Puente, including appointments in
La Honda!
Know someone that needs health
insurance or food stamps, or need it
for yourself and/or your family?
Tired of driving over the hill to do
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help interested landowners to remove these invasive
plants from their property. For those who’d like to
keep ornamental grasses on their property, there are
several non-invasive alternatives, like these
suggested by the Native Plants Society and Yerba
Buena Nursery:
http://calscape.cnps.org/loc-California/catGrasses/ord-popular?srchcr=sc56a0f45be321b
http://www.yerbabuenanursery.com/Avail.php

Holy Week and Easter Sunday at Our
Lady of Refuge by Mary Bordi
Here is the
schedule
for Holy
Week and
Easter
Sunday
2016 at
Our Lady
of Refuge:
- Palm Sunday, March 20th: Mass at 10:30 AM

Anyone 16 years or older can participate. We’ll
schedule several morning work days over the coming
year beginning in April. All safety and other training
will be provided. Removal of seed heads is the first
step in preventing further spread. Next we cut back
vegetation to control plant growth, and finally
remove the plant. Smaller plants come out in a few
minutes. Larger, established plants take more effort,
but can be removed with pick axe and shovel. The
root balls are amazingly small and shallow
considering the size of these plants.

- Holy Thursday, March 24th: Evening Mass, time to
be announced
- Good Friday, March 25th: Evening Stations of the
Cross and service, time to be announced
- Easter Sunday, March 27th: Mass at 10:30 AM,
Brunch after Mass

The biggest concentration of plants is around the 2.0
and 3.0 mile markers on La Honda Rd. With team
effort, we should be able to remove the remaining
plants along the highway in short order. After that,
we just monitor for new growth.

Since exact times have not yet been set, please check
the church website or look for a notice posted in the
La Honda Yahoo group closer to the dates. Our
Lady of Refuge Catholic Church is located at 146
Sears Ranch Road. http://ourladyofrefugelahonda.org/

Feel free to pass this information along to anyone you
think may be interested. We can use help on work
crews, communicating with neighbors, and
identifying remaining plants in the watershed. With
your help, we should be able to remove Pampas and
Jubata grass from San Gregorio and La Honda
completely in a year or two. As one of our
community leaders says “It Takes a Village”! We
look forward to hearing from you!

Let’s Kick Pampas!!
by Neil Panton
Volunteers are wanted to remove Pampas & Jubata
Grass from our San Gregorio Valley.
Plant
removed
near
Lower
Reservoir
in Cuesta
La Honda

Mountain Lion Catches Raccoon in Boulder
Creek (except from http://www.ktvu.com/news/mustsee-video/100015610-story)
A dramatic
video shows the
moment when a
mountain lion
recently
attacked a
raccoon outside
a man’s house in
in Boulder
Creek. His
house is located
between Castle Rock and Big Basin State Park…see
the link above for access to the video.

Let’s control these grasses so they won’t spread as
they have in Pescadero, Half Moon Bay, and along
the coast. SGERC has received permission from
Caltrans to control and remove invasive Pampas and
Jubata grass along Hwy. 84 between Hwy. 1 and La
Honda. If you’re interested in helping with this
project, please contact Neil Panton, (650) 854-8038
or npanton@earthlink.net.
We use manual methods, no chemicals. We plan to
clear the Hwy. 84 corridor, but since a number of
plants exist on private property as well, we’d like to
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removed, or removed. It is often possible and
sufficient to reposition the material without removing
it from the creek or trim branches above the water
while leaving the main stem or root wad intact and in
place.
Because removing natural debris can alter or even
harm the creek and the fish and wildlife that depend
upon it, it is important to observe a situation before
taking action. Also, removing natural debris can
require permission from the California Department of
Fish and Wildlife and others.

The Importance of Natural Debris in Your Creek
by Adria Arko
With the rains that we have had this winter and the
rains we hope are yet to come, our thoughts turn to
fallen trees. Often we view trees in the creek as an
obstruction and a potential hazard. On the other hand
branches, logs, trees, root wads, boulders and rocks
provide essential food and shelter for fish and
wildlife.

As much as possible, natural debris should be left in
place. However, if you are concerned about your
property, you can call the RCD at 650-712-7765 x
106 for a confidential non-regulatory conversation
about your options or call the CA Dept. of Fish and
Wildlife at (510) 853-1054 for guidance.
If you are interested in doing more to enhance
streams, help wildlife, and reduce flooding and
erosion, strive to conserve water, protect riparian
habitats, and keep streams clean of sediment,
wastewater, garbage and runoff. Contact the RCD
for more information about what you can do to help.

When trees fall into a creek they alter the streamflow
to create pools where young fish live and hide and
sort gravel where adults can rest and lay their eggs.
Trees and branches also form cover to protect fish
from predators. By keeping and increasing natural
debris in waterways to increase habitat, we can help
young fish survive. Other wildlife, such as the
California red-legged frog and western pond turtle,
benefit as well. The pools attract aquatic insects,
which are food for many species.
In addition to benefiting wildlife, natural debris in
creeks helps maintain natural stream function by
slowing the flow of water, which stabilizes the stream
channels and banks, and promotes groundwater
recharge for drought relief in other times of the year.
Contrary to what we are often told, natural debris in
the creek can actually reduce flooding by catching
wood that would otherwise flow downstream all at
once creating larger logjams, and by holding back
sediment that would accumulate downstream.
While the majority of time natural debris provides
essential benefits to creeks it also has the potential to
threaten life and property. In these cases, natural
debris may need to be repositioned, partially
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Bob Holland 1929-2016

La Honda Real Estate - 2015 in Review

Feb. 17, 1929 - Feb. 16,
2016
“Robert Holland passed
away at his home in
Boulder Creek, California
of complications from
COPD and cancer.
Bob was born in Lynn,
MA, on Feb. 17, 1929, the
third son of Edward and
Thora (Wegardh) Holland.
He graduated from
Admiral Billard Academy in 1947.
In 1967 he started Holland Service in Palo Alto. This
became Holland Car Care in San Carlos, specializing
in foreign cars. Volvo was his car of choice for the
rest of his life. After selling Holland Car Care in
1974 he worked a variety of jobs including tending
bar at Applejack's Bar and Grill in La Honda, CA.
He returned to auto repair and restoration with KOB
Auto, Inc., managing two Tucker restorations. After
Bob retired in 1997 he restored Volvos as a hobby.
Bob is survived by his wife, Mary Holland, of
Boulder Creek, his son James Holland and his son-inlaw David Armstrong of San Diego, and his nephew
Davis Holland of Nampa, Idaho. His brothers
Wegardh and Edward and his son Steven predeceased
him. Bob was a kind and loving man of great courage
and integrity who will be missed by his family and
his friends.
At his request, no memorial service is planned.
Donations in his name can be made to the Santa Cruz
SPCA or to Hospice of Santa Cruz.
- See more at:
http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/mercurynews/obitu
ary.aspx?n=Robert-Holland&pid=177817386

By Scott Hayes and Karin Bird
What a year!
As we do every year we summarized the past year of
Real Estate sales in the area. Often times our feeling
of the market and the numbers line up, but sometimes
they don't. We do this so you are better informed of
your market which will help you make a more
educated decision when it comes time to buy or sell
in the area.
La Honda
La Honda, like many of our other local neighborhoods, is not
an easy one for identifying comparable properties when
doing a price analysis. You have small cottages and large
ranches, and everything in-between, so the numbers can be
all over the place. What we have seen is an overall price
increase starting in 2013. (see figure below)

La Honda hit a low in 2012 where the median price
was $286k, that year there were 19 sales and 9 were
short sales or Bank owned, the highest of any year
since 2000. 2015 saw the median price of $600,000
up 5% from last year. Not a huge increase, but in
2013 there was an increase of 85% from 2012 so that
was a huge jump.

Note: Jim Adams had a notable remembrance of Bob
on the La Honda News Group (50699a) saying, “Bob
and I were taken in by E Clampus Vitus together a
few years ago. This esteemed body is recognized as a
State Historical Drinking Society, or a State Drinking
Historical Society, either way, known for its
monumental erections, I mean, erections of
monumental... monuments to commemorate events in
California's history. You may see their plaques in
out-of-the-way places around the state. I remember
some of the process by which we were taken in. I
learned something important there: that there are very
few ceremonies in which you are required to
participate sober.
Rest in peace, Bob, you are remembered fondly.”
[Thanks Jim – you’re always entertaining, I’m sure
Bob would have appreciated your memories]

Even more telling is the number of homes that didn’t
sell… (see below)
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It’s the lowest it’s been in 15 years, indicating Buyers
are getting antsy and buying whatever is on the
market. During slower markets buyers tend to cull
through properties and pick only the best. As long as
the low inventory and high demand keeps happening
prices will continue to rise.

Private property will not be sprayed and crews will
honor all “No Spray” signs. The Right-of-Way
extends between 35-50 feet from the center line on
Route 84 and Route 35…”
The county uses several
herbicides in its
spraying, including
glyphosate, which has
been classified as a
possible carcinogen

We really think La Honda’s time has come. If you
look at the median price per sq. ft. of $348 vs
Redwood City of $739, and the commute time to
some of the largest tech companies during rush hour,
La Honda only adds about 10 minutes. This is a
beautiful community and we love living here and
hope the newcomers to the area love and respect it as
much as we all do.

Dam Removed from Pescadero Creek
(excerpt from
http://www.santacruzsentinel.com/environment-andnature/20151230/coho-salmon-benefit-from-damremoval-on-san-mateo-county-coastal-creek )

The latest regarding herbicide spraying
(excerpt from La Honda message board #50531 from
Lynnette Vega )

The below email from Caltrans was sent to Patty
Mayall in response to her question about recent
sightings of herbicide spraying in our area. Notes:
To Download free No Spray signs and for more info :
www.protectourwatershed.org
Underlining within the letter below is mine:

“A 77-year-old concrete dam is now gone from San
Mateo County’s Pescadero Creek, opening a route for
rare coho salmon to once again return to their
ancestral habitat.

“…I am writing in response to your email to Gidget
Navarro about the spot spraying that will occur on
Route 84 and Route 35 over the next few weeks.
I am working with Gidget to answer your questions
and concerns.

The dam created a popular swimming hole at
Memorial Park in the redwood forests of the Santa
Cruz Mountains…But it prevented the fish from
making their swim from the Pacific Ocean to
freshwater pools to spawn. The coho was listed as
endangered in 2005 and is now on the brink of
extinction.

Crews are set to start working on Tuesday, February
16, every Tuesday through Thursday for 4
consecutive weeks. The tentative end date is March
10th. If needed and hours are available, work may
extend beyond March 10th. Crews will concentrate
on densely forage areas first and then more grassy
areas after. They will maintain areas around
guardrails, signs, and site distance curves as well.
Spot spraying will occur as needed on Route 84
and Route 35 to prevent the re-sprouting of
Scotch/French broom, jubata grass and any other
woody noxious material. Spot spraying will be
applied after their manual removal. The spot spraying
will be contained to the areas being worked on from
the State Route 84 / State Route 35 interchange
to SR-84 / State Route 1 as needed. No *broadcast
spraying *is to occur during this year.

The dam was built in 1938 to provide a swimming
hole near the confluence of Peterson and McCormick
creeks, part of the Works Progress Administration of
President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal to
combat unemployment in the Great Depression….
This is the fifth barrier to be removed by the San
Mateo County Resource Conservation District since
2007. The project received about $280,000 in funding
from the California Department of Fish and Wildlife,
with additional funding and effort from the
conservation district and the San Mateo County Parks
and Recreation Foundation…”
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Pair robbed by bandits on Highway 1
near San Gregorio
(excerpt from http://www.mercurynews.com/sanmateo-county-times/ci_29493302/san-mateo-countypair-robbed-by-bandits-highway

This crime
occurred a few
weeks ago, but
didn’t make it into
the last edition of
the Voice.
“…Police are
investigating the armed robbery of a man and a
woman on Highway 1 between Half Moon Bay and
San Gregorio… Police said the victims pulled over to
let the car pass, but it cut in front of them and
stopped.
Two men wearing masks and gloves got out and
forced the victims to roll down their windows,
according to police. Police said one of the suspects
then held a gun to the female driver's head and
demanded her purse and cellphone while the other
held a knife to the male passenger's neck and
demanded his wallet and cellphone.
After taking the victims' belongings, the suspects got
back in their car and continued south on Highway 1,
according to police.
Police said the male victim suffered scrapes to his
neck from the knife.
Descriptions of the suspects were not immediately
available Monday, but the victims told police they
were driving a black Ford Crown Victoria with tinted
windows and no license plates.
Anyone with information about the case can call the
sheriff's office at 650-363-4911 or the anonymous tip
line at 1-800-547-2700.

Karen Delee and
many others
recommend you
check out the
bookmobile – times
are located in the
Voice calendar

Update: The sheriff originally believed that this crime
was linked to the Goldwork’s jewelry heist in Half
Moon Bay, which occurred about the same time.
Suspects Jebediah Deangelis and Kevin Malone, have
been apprehended in Indiana for that heist, but there
was no mention in the article about the car robbery,
so it isn’t clear whether they are also suspects in that
crime.
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YMCA Camp
Gulch looking for a
Part-time
Administrator
PT Admin (Fri-Sun
20hrs/week) La Honda,
Ca. Responsible for
clerical functions to
include data input, A/P,
A/R and reports, filing,
and phone reception.
Must be organized, have
strong clerical skills and
good communication
skills. Fluency in English
required. Conversational
Spanish preferred. Email
cover letter and resume
to Colby Wiley:
cwiley@ymcasf.org

Help the La Honda Voice
Interested in writing or helping in other ways to keep this paper
going? This paper has been created and published entirely by
volunteers of the Community and printed by the generosity of
Puente.
Contact Bob Dougherty at 747.0102 or voice@lahonda.com
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The Country Market is open:
Mon-Fri 7am-8pm and Sat/Sun 8am-8pm
The Market has new signature pizzas or create
your own. Get a pizza from noon until 7 pm

Gail Hafelfinger, CRS
Broker Associate
BRE# 01338252
gail@gailhafel.com
EFAX 650.240.3505
OFFICE 650.996.5354

Dante Razzini
Realtor
BRE Lic #01087277
650-868-2593

2016 Calendars are at the Post Office and in the Magazine Rack outside Intero Real Estate Office.
Interesting 5-Year History of LH Real Estate Sales for Homes (vacant land not included)
2015 28 sales (23 closed, 5 pending as of Dec 1)
2014 16 sales
2013 18 sales
2012 19 sales

2011 20 sales
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LEARNING STRATEGIES
HAVE YOUR CHILD WORK ON ACADEMICS
IN-HOME TUTORING
SPECIAL REDUCED LA HONDA RATES
READING/WRITING PROGRAMS,
SCHOOL HOMEWORK COACHING,
VERBAL TEST PREP FOR ISEE, SSAT, OR SAT
ESSAY AND APPLICATION HELP
FOR MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL, AND COLLEGE

Victoria Skinner, Director, Learning Strategies
phone/fax (650) 747-9651
victoriaskinner@creative-learning-strategies.com
www.creative-learning-strategies.com

Call or Text 408-250-3339
11

March 2016
SUNDAY

MONDAY

1
Bookmobile, 122pm @ Market

The La
Honda
Voice
6
Second Harvest
Food, OLR Church,
12-1:30pm

13
Second Harvest
Food, OLR Church,
12-1:30pm

20
Second Harvest
Food, OLR Church,
12-1:30pm

27
Second Harvest
Food, OLR Church,
12-1:30pm

Easter

TUESDAY

7
Yoga with Mary @
Clubhouse, 4-5:30p

14
Yoga with Mary @
Clubhouse, 4-5:30p

21
Yoga with Mary@
Clubhouse 4-5:30p

28
Yoga with Mary@
Clubhouse 4-5:30p

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

2
Zumba@LHES
5-6pm with Siobhan

3
Yoga with Mary, 6-7:30p,
Clubhouse

Cuesta BOD Meet 8:00p open session

Alices: TBA @7-9pm

8
Bookmobile,
11:45-1:15pm
@LHES; 1:45-2:30
@Market

9
Zumba@LHES
5-6pm with Siobhan

10
Yoga with Mary, 6-7:30p,
Clubhouse

15
Bookmobile, 122pm @ Market

16
Zumba@LHES
5-6pm with Siobhan

17
Yoga with Mary, 6-7:30p,
Clubhouse

Cuesta BOD Meet 8:00p open session

Alices; TBA @7-9pm

22
Bookmobile,
11:45-1:15pm
@LHES; 1:45-2:30
@Market

23
Zumba@LHES
5-6pm with Siobhan

24
Yoga with Mary, 6-7:30p,
Clubhouse

Food Chains Movie
@Pes. Ele. School
6:30pm

Alices; TBA @7-9pm

29

30
LHEF Spaghetti
Night – 6-8pm

31
Yoga with Mary, 6-7:30p,
Clubhouse

Zumba@LHES
5-6pm with Siobhan

Alices; TBA @7-9pm

FRIDAY
4

5
AJs: TBA @9:30pm

11

12
AJs: TBA @9:30pm
Bookmobile, 11am12:30pm @Market

Alices: TBA @7-9pm
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SATURDAY

18

19
AJs: TBA @9:30pm
This Way Up – LH
Club House

25
Good Friday

26
AJs: TBA @9:30p
YMCA Spring
Spectacular – 11am3pm

Note: Events on this calendar are
subject to change. More current
information may be available from the
by calling the venue:
Alice’s - 851-0303 AJ’s - 747-0331

